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In this e-book you will learn the dynamics of applying 

affirmations correctly to every single aspect of your life.  You will 
learn how to create a powerful sequence of words which will build a 
strong magnetic influence over yourself and the things that you 
want. Affirmation will also allow you to shift your belief and align 
yourself with what you want. 

 
Aligning yourself with what you want is the beginning process of 

manifesting.  When you are out of alignment what you want has a 
hard time entering and staying in your life.   

 
You will write a program which will greatly enhance your over 

all well being.  You can heal your physical body, shift old patterns 
that have limited you and move into areas of physical, mental and 
emotional transformation with certainly. 
 
This book is priceless for what you will learn and the way the 
techniques will enhance your life.  Do the exercises!   
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For a more in-depth package into 
manifesting your dreams visit, 
www.thesecretplace.biz
 
 
Perhaps you have tried every technique and 
still not had the results that you want.  
Learn: 
 
• How to focus on what you want in such 

a way as to draw what you want into 
you life more quickly. 

 
• How to be in the flow and allow everything which enters your 

life to work for you and your dreams. 
 

http://www.thesecretplace.biz/
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• How to get what you want even if you presently have nothing at 
all.   

• How to change your life and become wealthy even if you have no 
education and no money.  

• Plus there is a precise step to take in order to enter and create 
your own virtual reality.  It is where most people fail and never 
see any results and no it is not what you believe. 

 
• Understand why visualizing has failed.  Why some people have 

seen results and why most have failed. 
 
• This package also includes mediations to increase the flow of 

money in your life. 
 
• Learn how to become more sensitive to energy.  When you work 

with energy you intensify your visions on many levels.  What 
comes into your life will be on a greater scale than anything you 
could ever imagine.    
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You can have the things of your dreams.  The Universe is 
overflowing with abundance if only you know how to tap into it.  The 
moment you do life will flow in an amazing way in your favor.  
Follow your joy and all that you love and allow magic to full you.
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Affirmations are designed to reprogram the mind.  When done 
effectively it has the power to radically transform everything within 
you, even what seems impossible.  It has been said by spiritual 
masters through time that we are able to transform our physical 
being with words.  That understanding extends itself into the realm 
of miraculous healings and profound mental shifts within a person’s 
psyche.   

 
Today the findings done by scientist on the study of language on 

the human DNA is outstanding.  It is being discussed in every forum 
and the knowledge is revolutionizing the way we see ourselves and 
our capabilities.  What is now known in the field of science is that 
the DNA can be programmed to alter the physical structure of the 
body.  This can be done by mere words.  Nothing invasive is 
necessary only our own words said at certain frequencies can 
redesign our body.  The emphasis being on frequency makes the 

How Affirmations work 
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difference between a successful program and one that is not 
successful. 

 
Affirmations also help in bringing new ideas into our being.  How 

many times have you heard someone or even yourself say that you 
have changed inside but the external does not manifest those 
changes?  No one else sees those changes and despite all the 
knowledge you may possess there seems to be no changes what so 
ever in the outward appearances of the life and making the leap to 
change from the present life to the new life seems still quite difficult 
even with the new knowledge. 

 
We are like computers and we must over ride the old program 

with a new program in order to see dramatic changes.  We must 
become immersed in the new concepts.  We already are immersed in 
previously limited concepts for quite sometime.  We spoke about it, 
expected it, saw it and believed it to be truth for all of life.  So having 
come upon new information or a new desire to change some aspect 
of ourselves the mind requires a similar sort of immersion which is 
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done by repeatedly affirming something new better and more 
powerful about ourselves.  As that new program enters we begin to 
talk about it, we begin to expect it, look for it and that new 
information becomes our way, our truth.   

 
Whatever we program into our being will become physically 

evident in our lives.  There is absolutely no limit to what we can 
program ourselves to be or experience.  So affirmations aren’t 
something you do once in a while.  It is the way of true mastery. 

 
Affirmations can be used to program the self to: 

 Make more money 
 Attain greater health 
 Make more friends 
 Buy your dream house 
 Overcome fears 
 Heal disease in the body 
 Become more physically attractive 
 Reverse the aging process 
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 Grow your business 
 Attract your soul mate 
 Overcome procrastination 
 Become spiritually enlightened 
 Be more forgiving 
 Strengthen the mind 
 Loose weight 
 Create the ideal body 
 Grow healthier hair 
 Strengthen your vision 
 Learn faster 

 
 

The list goes on.  There is no limit to the things that one can 
program themselves for. 
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The emotions draw deeply on a large supply of our personal 

energy.  When we are happy or sad or in any deep emotional state 
our emotions create a very strong energy vibration around the body.  
This vibration also sends out signals like the frequency of a satellite 
and it’s that very vibration which attracts to us situations which 
match our identical vibration.    What we send out always returns 
with a match. 

 
Becoming emotionally intelligent is vital to re-scripting our 

internal program.  How we respond emotionally affects us much 
more than just how we feel.  Our emotions keep us in a cycle of 
recreating similar experiences, which keeps us at particular 
vibrations which determines what we will repeatedly manifest in our 
lives. 

 
We can use this knowledge to rewrite affirmations that are not 

only powerful but also place us in a greater feeling place.  When the 

 

Emotions 
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